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We consider process graphs over a set of pins, i.e. with multiple entries and exits. On
process graphs modulo bisimulation, we can define all standard process algebra operators
plus the feedback operator from flowchart theory. We provide a complete axiomatisation
for finite processes. Considering the one-point pin structure, we get back standard
process algebra.
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1. INTRODUCTION.
Semantics of process theory is often given in terms of graphs. The process graphs considered usually
have exactly one entry and exactly one exit. In [BES94], this was adapted to allow for multiple entries
and multiple exits. The resuiting model was used to model key constructs of ACP and of the algebra of
f1ownomials [STE90], especially the feedback construct. Feedback is a looping or iteration construct
used in e.g. flowcharts. Another iteration construct is Kleene star, that was extensively studied in the
setting of ACP in [BEBP94]. Here, we generalize and extend the results of [BES94].
We consider process graphs that have interior states and so-called pins, connections to the
environment (a pin is an external connection of a chip, the name is used for the external connections of
a Petri net in [ExS92]). A pin can be an entry, an exit, or both. We obtain a full theory of ACP with
feedback operator, which generalises ACP in the sense that it weakens the axioms (e.g., in general,
parallel composition is neither commutative nor associative). But if we add structure to the set of pins,
we obtain an algebra of which the original ACP is a subalgebra of a reduced model.
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In the paper, we first formulate a graph model (graphs that can have several pins) for the full
syntax of ACP. Pin names are used to d'lStinguish different entries or exits. Then, we divide out
bisimulation, so that we obtain a bisimulation model. For this bisimulation model, we give a complete
axiomatisation of finite processes, and we analyse the algebra obtained. Then, we illustrate the
expressive power of the general formalism, and sketch the extension of the theory with silent steps and

abstraction.
More about feedback and flowchart theories can be found in [BAWM94], [BAR92], [BLE93],
[CAS90, 92], [MIL94], [STE87a, 87b], [STA92].

2. PROCESS GRAPHS OVER A SET OF PINS.
We introduce process graphs over a set of edge labels and a set of pin names. Edge labels are, as usual,
taken from a finitc set of primitive actions A. This set A is a parameter of the theory. Pin names are
taken from a set V. also a parameter of the theory. In order to be able to define parallel composition, we
need a pairing construct on V. Therefore, V must be closed under pairing, i.c. there is a coding

r<: V x

V -; V. In the general theory, we assume nothing further about the set V. Later on, we consider special
cases. by taking specific instances of V. We call a set V that is closed under pairing and maybe has
additional structure a pin structure.

3.1 DEFINITION. We introduce a set of process graphs over A and V, y(A,V), as follows. A process
graph 9 is a quadruple (8, ->, I, 0) where
•

S is the set of (inferior) states. We abstract from the names of the states, i.e. we consider process

graphs modulo isomorphism of states. Always, states are disjoint from pins.

I (;; V is the set of input or entry pins
•

0 (;; V, the set of output or exit pins

•

-> (;;

We write

(I u 8) x A x (0 u 8) is the transition relation
S

~ t for (s,a,t)

E

->. We refer to the four components of a process graph 9 by 8(g), ->(g),

I(g) and O(g), rcspectively.l(g)

U

O(g) is the set of pins ofg.

3.2 DEFINITION. We define several operators on process graphs (modulo isomorphism of states). We
postpone the treatment of parallel composition to a later section. Here, we define atomic actions,
alternative composition, sequential composition and feedback, together with some auxiliary operators.
First, we consider the constants.

I. Atomic actions. For each a

E

A and p,q

E

V we have a constant p -> a -> q, In [BES94], we find

the notation a~ for p -> a -> q. The notation p -> a -> q is already used in [BER89]. The
interpretation of this process is the graph with no states, one edge, p ~ q, and I

= {p}, 0 = {q}. We

picture this process on the left hand side of fig. 1. We indicate an entry pin by a small unlabeled
incoming arrow, an exit pin by a small outgoing unlabeled arrow, Note that it is possible that p=q, but
nevertheless, also in this case the intuition is that action a can only be executed once.
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~

a

p

--=---l~~

q

~

~p

FIGURE 1. Constants.
2. Empty graph. We have a constant 0 that stands for the empty graph, i.e. 0 = (0,0,0,0). Abusing
notation, we usually write 0 instead of 0. The notation 12) was also used in [BES94]. This process
behaves as the deadlocked process Ii with respect to alternative and sequential composition, but not
with respect to parallel composition.
Next, we consider four operators used to manipulate pins.
3. Entry operator. Let a process graph 9 be given, and let p
edge S ~ t in 9 with

SE

V. Now P

E

-+

9 has states 8(g), each

I(g) is replaced by an edge p ~ t, and furthermore has as only entry p and

has the same exits as g. As an example, we depict graph p

on the right hand side of fig. I. This

-+ 12)

process behaves like ACP's Ii with respect to sequential and parallel composition, but not, in general,
with respect to alternative composition.
4. Exit operator. Let a process graph 9 be given, and let p
edge

S

E

V. Now 9

-+

P has states 8(g), each

~. t in 9 with t E O(g) is replaced by an edge S ~ p, and furthermore has the same entries as 9

and has as only exit p.
5. Initialisation operator. Let a process graph 9 be given, and let p

E

V. p» 9 has the same edges and

exits as g. The set of entries becomes I(g) n {pl. States are all states of g, plus in addition other entries
than p (if they exist).
6. Exiting operator. Let a process graph 9 be given, and let p

E

V. 9

»

P has the same edges and

entries as g. The set of exits becomes O(g) n {pl. States are all states of g, plus in addition other exits
than p (if they exist).
Now, we consider alternative and sequential composition.

7. Alternative composition. Let process graphs g,h be given. Assume that the set of states of 9 is
disjoint from the set of states of h (since we consider process graphs modulo state isomorphism, we
can always ensure that this is the case). g+h is obtained by taking the union of the states, the edges, the
entries and the exits. As an example, we show (p

-+

a -. p) + (q

-+

b

-+

q) + (p

-+

c

-+

We picture both p and q twice, in order to emphasise the different roles of entries and exits.
~

p

a

-.:=....---I.~

p

~

FIGURE 2. Alternative composition.

q) in fig. 2.
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8. Sequential composition. Let process graphs g,h be given. Again assume that the set of states of 9
is disjoint from the set of states of h. We need to match exits of 9 with entries of h, but we need to
distinguish these from entries of 9 and exits of h. In order to achieve this we take for each p

E

O(g) u

I(h) a fresh state p' (i.e. a name not appearing as the name of any state of 9 or h). The set of interior
states of g·h is 8(g) u 8(h) u {pO : p

E

O(g) u I(h)), the set of edges is obtained from the union of

the edge sets of 9 and h by replacing each edge in 9 of the form s ~ p with P E O(h) by an edge s ~
p' and replacing each edge in h of the form p ~ s with P E I(h) by an edge p' ~ s. The set of entries
is I(g), the set of exits O(h). As an example, we show «(p --> a --> p) + (p --> b --> q».(p --> c --> q)
in fig. 3. Interior states are pictured as circles, their names are left out, since they do not matter (we
consider graph isomorphism classes). Note that for all 9 and all p

E

V, g.(p --> 0) = g·0, and this

graph has no ex its.

~ p -_a--t"~Of--=c--J.~ q ~

FIGURE 3. Sequential composition.
Finally, we consider feedback. We also deline two auxiliary operators, used in the axiomatisation
of feedback.
9. Feedback. Let process graph 9 be given, and let p,q

E

V. The set of states of 9 i~ is 8(g) u {rl,

for r a fresh name, the set of edges is obtained from -->(g) by replacing each edge q ~ t in 9 by an
edge r ~ t , and replacing each edge v ~ p by an edge v ~ r. Further, the entry set is I(g) - {q), the
exit set is O(g) - {pl. As an example, we show ((p --> a --> s) + (s --> b --> s) + (s --> c --> q»i~ in
fig. 4.

~

p

c
}--"--.....
q

a

--=----I~

~

b

FIGURE 4. Feedback.
10. Pre-feedback. Process graph 9 1~ is just like 9

i'1P' except that we keep all

edges q ~ t , and the

entry set is I(g).
II. Linking composition. Let process graphs g,h be given, and let p,q
that the state set of 9 is disjoint from states of h. 9

E

V be given. We can assume

.g h has as interior state set 8(g) u 8(h) u {r}, for r

a fresh name. The set of edges is obtained by replacing each edge q ~ t in h by an edge r ~ t , and
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replacing each edge V "-. p in 9 by an edge V "-. r. Furthermore, all edges 5 "-. t in h with 5

E

I(h), 5 #

q are omitted. The graph has as entries I(g) and has as exits (O(g) - (p)) u O(h).

3. BISIMULATION.
We look at the familiar notion of bisimulation in the present setting. To this end, consider the following
definition.
3.1 DEFINITION. We define the familiar notion of bisimulation on process graphs with pins. Let g,h

E

(j(A, V) be given with the same entries, i.e. I(g) = I(h). A relation R between states of 9 and states of h
is called a bisimulafioll if:
1.

if P E I(g) and p "-. tin g, where t E 8(g), then there is V E 8(h) with p "-. v in hand R(t, v);

2. if P E I(g) and p "-. q in g, where q

E

O(g), then q

E

O(h) and p "-. q in h;

3.

if P E I(h) and p "-. v in h, where v E 8(h), then there is t

4.

if P E I(h) and p "-. q in h, where q

E

O(h), then q

E

E

O(g), then q

E

8(g) with p "-. t in 9 and R(t, v);

O(g) and p "-. q in g;

5. if R(s, t) and 5 "-. 5' in g, where 5' E 8(g), then there is t'
6. if R(s, t) and 5 "-. q in g, where q

E

E

8(h) such that t "-. t' in hand R(s', t');

O(h) and t "-. q in h;

7. if R(s, t) and t "-. t' in h, where t'

E

8(h), then there is 5' E 8(g) such that 5 "-. 5' in 9 and R(s', t');

8. if R(s, t) and t "-. q in h, where q

E

O(h), then q

E

O(g) and t "-. q in g.

We say g,h are hisimilar, 9 tl h. if I(g) = I(h) and there is an bisimulation between 9 and h. Note that,
different from [BES94], bisimulating processes do not need to have the same exits.
As usual, bisimulation is an equivalence relation on process graphs. We can divide out this
equivalence, and obtain the algebras (j(A,V)/tl. We will also find that bisimulation is a congruence for
all operators defined in section 2. and so we can define these operators on these algebras.
3.2 STRUCTURED OPERATIONAL SEMANTICS.
We can also give the semantics by means of SOS rules. In the following table we have a,b,c

E

A,

p,q,r,s E V, x,x',y,y' E P. We define a transition relation as a subset of P x (V x A) x P and terminating
transitions as a subset of P x (V x A) x V. Moreover, entry set membership is a subset of V x P, that
holds of p and X whenever p is an entry of X, we write p E i(x). Considering the terminating transitions
and entry set membership as predicates, we find that the rules satisfy the path format of [BA V93].
Thus, the standard definition of bisimulation (call this "'sos) on these transition system yields a
congruence. It is not hard to prove the following theorem, for all closed terms s,t (where [.J is the
interpretation defined in section 2):
3.3 THEOREM: For all closed terms s,t: 5 tlsos t <=> [51

ti

[tl.
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pE i(x)

(p -> a -> q) p.~ q

xp·~

P E i(p -> a -> q)

xp·~

x'

x+y p.~ x', y+x p.a -> x'
xp·~

x.yp·~

X

xp·~

(p->x) p~ q

(p->x) p.~ x'
r.a
-> x'

x

(x->p) r.a-> (x'-> p)
xp·~

pE i(x)

q

x·y p.~ (r-> (q»y))
r.a
X -> q

x'·y

q

x+yp·~ q, y+x p.a -> q

x'

r.a
-> x'

x

pE i(x+y), pE i(y+x)

r.a

pE i(x,y)

P E i(p -> x)

qE i(x)

-> q

qE i(x->p)

(x->p) r.a-> p
X p.a-----.

x'

pE i(x)

q

p»x p.~ q

pE i(p»x)

x p."-. x'

x p."-. q

pE i(x)

x»q p.~ x'»q

x»q p.~ q

pE i(x»q)

p»xp·~ x'

x p."-. x'
x.~p~

x

xp·~

x·· sry

x p."-. q, q;<s

s

x.~

x.~ p.~ (q->(r»y))

p.a
-. x'

X

xl r p.~ x'·;(xlD
s
X p.~ x', p:;tr
xi~ p.~ x'·;(xl~)

p.~

S

xl~P~ (q->(r»(xl~)))
x

p.~

s, p;<r

xi~ p ~ (q-> (r»(x 1~)))

x

p.a-> q

p.~

xlr
s

g, g;<s

p.~

x p.~ q, p;<r, q;<s
xi~ p.~

pE i(x)

pE i(x)

pE i(x), p#

pE i(x.~y)

pE i(xl~)

pE i(xi~)

TARLE I.

q

q

Structured operatIonal semantIcs.

4. ALGEBRA.

In this section, we axiomatise hisimulation equivalence on process graphs over a set of pins.
4.1 SYNTAX.

Sorts:

Process algebra with feedback
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P

S0l1

of processes

V

sort of pins

Constants:
atomic action (for each a E A, p,q E V)
empty process (0" A)
Functions:

->: V x P ---) P

entry operator

->: p x V ---) P

exit operator

»: Vx P ---) P
»: PxV ---) P

initialisation operator
exiting operator

o:PxVxVxP---)P

linking composition

1: P x V x V ---) P

pre-feedback

i:PxVxv---)P

feedback

The signature without the last three operators is the signature of BPApin(A,v), Basic Process Algebra
over a set of actions A and a pin structure V. The full signature is the signature of BPA ipin(A,V), BPA
with feedback over actions A and pins V.
4.2 AXIOMS.

First of all, we present the axioms of BPAIi, replacing 1) by 0. Always, X,Y,Z

E

P. Sequential

composition always has strongest binding power, alternative composition always has weakest binding
power.

X+Y=Y+X

AI

(X+ Y) + Z = X + (Y + Z)

A2

X+X=X

A3

(X + Y)·Z = X·Z + Y·Z

A4

(X·Y)·Z=X·(Y·Z)

AS

X+0=X

A60
A70

0·X=0
TABLE 2. BPA0.

Next, entries and exits. Always, a

E

A, p,q

E

V.
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p --+ (q --+ a --+ r) = p --+ a --+ r
p --+ (q --+ 0) = p --+ 0
(p --+ a --+ q) --+ r = p --+ a --+ r
0--+p=0
(p --+ 0) --+ q = p --+ 0
p --+ (X + Y) = P --+ X + P --+ Y
(X + Y) --+ P = X --+ P + Y --+ P
P --+ X·Y = (p --+ X)·Y
X·Y --+ P = X·(Y --+ p)
X·(p --+ 0) = X·0
TABLE 3. Entries and exits.
Next, the initialisation and exiting operators.

p»0=0
p » (p -. a --+ q) = p --+ a --+ q
p» (q -. a -> r) = 0

if P '" q

p» (p --+ 0) = p --+ 0
p»(q-.0)=0

ifp"'q

p» (X + Y) = p» X + p» Y
p»X·Y=(p»X)·Y
(p --+ a -. q)·X = (p --+ a --+ q).(q » X)
(p --+ a -. q)·X = (p --+ a --+ r)·(r --+ (q » X))
0»p=0
(p -. a -. q) » q = p --+ a --+ q
(p --+ a --+ q) » r = (p -. a -. q)·0

ifq'" r

(p --. 0) » q = p --+ 0
(X + Y) » p = X» p + Y» p
X·Y» p = X·(Y» p)
TABLE 4. Initialisation, exiting.

The axioms of tables 2-4 are the axioms of BPApin(A,V). The middle two axioms of table 4 show the
nature of sequential composition. The first of the two expresses the idea, that a process following a
process that exits in p, can only start in p. The second of the two expresses the idea, that the names of
the interior states do not matter. On the basis of this second axiom, we allow ourselves to abbreviate (p
--+ a --+ q).(q --+ b --+ r) by (p --+ a·b --+ r), and similarly abbreviate
(p --+ a --+ qHI (q --+ bj --+ r;)'Xj)
i:::;;n

by

(p --+ aHI (bj --+ r;)'Xj ).

Process algebra with feedback
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Finally, we get to the iteration operators. We use linking and pre-feedback in order to obtain an
axiomatisation for feedback.
0.~Y=0

(p -> a -> q) .~ Y = (p -> a -> r)·Y
(p-> a-> s).~ Y= p-> a -> s

iI's", q

(p->0).~Y=P->0

(X + Y) .~ Z = X .~ Z + Y .~ Z
(X.Y).~ Z = X.(Y.~ Z)

X 1~ = X .~ (X ~)

I

Xi~=

(X 1~)

r»

rE i(X)-(q}

TAIlLE 5. Linking and feedback.
By convention, a sum over an empty set is equal to 0. The last axiom uses the auxiliary operator i, that
was also used in the SOS rules, determining the entry set of a process. It is axiomatised in the
following table 6. The complete system of tables 2 through 6 is called BPA i pin(A,V). When these are
ciear from the context, we usually omit the parameters A,V, and talk about BPApin, BPA i pin.
i(0)=0
i(p -> a -> q) = {pi
i(p -> 0) = {pI
i(X + Y) = i(X) u i(Y)
i(X·Y) = i(X)
TABLE 6. Entry set.

5. THEORY.
5.1 DEFtNITION. The set of basic (BPA i pin) terms is defined inductively:
I.

0 is a basic term, and for all p E V

II.

for all p,q

Ill.

if I is a basic term with i(l) = {q}, and p

IV.

ift,s are basic terms, then

E

V, a

E

A

P -> 0 is a basic term;

P -> a -> q is a basic term;

t+

S

E

V, a

E

A, then (p -> a -> q)·1 is a basic term;

is a basic term.

5.2 THEOREM (Elimination Theorem): For all closed BPApin terms S there is a basic term I such that
BPApin f-

S

= I.
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SKETCH OF PROOF: We use term rewrite analysis. Consider the term rewrite system obtained by
orienting the following rules from left to right: A3-A 7 of BPA8, all axioms of table 3 and all axioms of
table 4 except the middle two. About the middle two axioms, we leave out the second, and have to
make sure that the first is only used once for every sequential composition in a term. In order to achieve

this, we mark the· sign on the left hand side, and duplicate all other rules involving sequential
composition, by replacing each· by a marked '. Basically, the same trick was used in [KLU93].
Further, we add the rule (p

0)·X = P

->

->

0. Then, we prove the term rewriting system is terminating

by using the lexicographic path ordering. Then, elimination follows since all normal forms are basic
terms. Note that we can also eliminate linking composition.

5.3 THEOREM (Soundness Theorem): (j(A,V)I"" F BPA t pin.
PROOF: Omitted.
5.4 THEOREM (Conservativity Theorem): BPA t pin over a set of actions A is a conservative extension
ofBPA8 (with 0 instead of 8) over the set of actions {p

->

a

->

q :a

E

A, p,q

E

V}

U

{p

->

0 :p

E

V}.
SKETCH OF PROOF: Since all our SOS rules are in path format, operational conservativity follows
immedialely (see [VER93]). Then the (equational) conservativity follows by a result of [VER93] since
the axiomatisation of BPA8 is sound and complete and the axiomatisation of BPA tpin is sound
(theorem 3.5).
5.5 THEOREM (Completeness Theorem): The axiomatisation of BPApin (so without iterative
constructs!) is complete for the model (j(A,V)/ "".
SKETCH OF PROOF: By the general result of [VER93]. In addition to the ingredients of the previous
proof, all we need is the elimination theorem.

5.6 DEFINITION: On BPA t pin, we can define projection operators 1tn as follows (n :i: 0):
1tn(0)=0
1to(p

a

->

q) = p

1tn+ 1 (p

->

a

->

1tn(P

0) = p

->

->

1to((p

->

1tn+ 1((p

->

q) = p
->

0
->

a

->

q

0

a

->

q)·X) = P -> 0

->

a

->

q)·X) = (p

->

a

->

q)·1tn(X)

1tn(X + Y) = 1tn(X) + 1tn(Y)
TABLE 7. Projection.
5.7 THEOREM (Projection theorem): Let t be a closed BPA tpin term, and let n:i:O. Then 1tn(t) can be
written as a basic term.

PROOF: Omitted.

Process algebra with feedback
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5.8 THEOREM (Representation theorem): Let 9 be a regular process (an element of (j(A,V) with finitely
many states). Then there is a closed BPA t pin term t such that [tJ '" g.
SKETCH OF PROOF: An example is provided in 5.9 below. The general proof is along the same lines.
5.9 EXAMPLE: Consider the process graph 9 in fig. 5, with pins {p,q} (p;tq). Then there is no closed
BPApin term t (so without iterative constructs!) such that ltD '" g. To write this as a BPA tpin term
(even up to isomorphism) is easy: take fresh names r,s and consider ((p --> a --> r) + (q --> a --> s) + (r
-->

b --> s) + (r --> c --> p) + (s --> c --> q»t; ~

--... p

a

·0

c

• p--...

b

--... q

a

c

q --...

FIGURE 5.

6. PARALLEL COMPOSITrON.
In this section, we extend Ihe theory of the previous sections by parallel composition operators. Now
we have a third parameter of the theory, the coml11U11icationjimctioll. This is a partial, commutative and
associative function y. A x A --> A.
6.1 GRAPH MODEL.
We add a nllmber of operators.
I. Left global state pairing. Let a process graph 9 be given, and let p

E

V. p

H9

has states S(g),

entries {p} x I(g) and exits {p} x O(g). It has same edges between states as g, and the pins of edges
starting from an entry or ending in an exit are paired on the left with p.
2. Right global state pairing. Let a process graph 9 be given, and let p

E

V. 9

k

p has states S(g) x

(p), entries J(g) x {p} and exits O(g) x (pl. It has same edges between states as g, and the pins of
edges starting from an entry or ending in an exit are paired on the right with p.
3. Parallel composition. Let process graphs g,h be given. Assume that the state sets of 9 and hare
disjoint. Take a set of fresh state names for each exit, i.e. assume there are sets O*(g) = (p* : p
O(g»), O*(h) = (p* : p

E

E

O(h)) of states not occurring elsewhere in 9 or h (this is needed in case an

exit also occurs as an entry). The set of states of 9 II his «(S(g) u J(g) u O*(g» x (S(h) u I(h) u
O*(h))) - ((I (g) x I(h» u (O*(g) x O*(h)). The transition relation is given by:
a.

for each state V in g, and each transition t "-. t' in h, there is a transition v>-(t"-. v>-(t' (here, we

take v)-(t "-. v>-(t'* if t'

E

O(h))

b. for each state t in h, and each transition
take v)-(t "-. v'*>-(t if v'

E

O(g»

V "-.

v' in g, there is a transition v>-(t "-. v'>-(t here, we
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for each pair of transitions vf-<t

c.

=

C,

~

v'f-<t and vf-<t

~

v)-{t' such that y(a,b) is defined, say y(a,b)

there is a transition vf-<t ~. v')-{t' (again, v" andlor t'* when needed)

The entries are I(g) x I(h), the exits are O(g) x O(h).
Note that the pairing function need not be commutative or associative. Thus, the parallel
composition may not be commutative or associative. As an example, we show (p
-+

-+

a -+ p) II (q -+ b

q), where y(a,b) = c, in fig. 6.

~

p)_( q

------=a'--·~o

b

b

FIGURE 6.

4. Left merge. The graph of 9 IL h has the same states as the graph of gil h, the same pins and the same
transitions except that the transitions vf-<t ~ v')-{t' wilh v,t entries, and t' not an entry, are omitted.

s.

Right merge. The graph of 9 II h has the same states as the graph of 9 II h, the same pins and the

same transitions excepl that the transitions vf-<t"-. v')-(t' with v,t entries, and v' not an entry, are
omitted.

6. Communication merge. The graph of 9 I h has the same states as the graph of 9 II h, the same pins
and the same transitions except that the transitions v)-(t ~ v'}-{t' with Vi or t' an entry are omitted.
7. Encapsulation. Lei process graph 9 be given, and let H >;; A. The graph of dH(g) has the same

slates as the graph of g, the same pins and the same transitions except that all transitions

H are omitted.
6.2 STRUCTURED OPERATIONAL SEMANTICS.

We show the SOS rules for the additional operators.

X

r.a

-.

X

,

p)-1x p)-{r."-. pHx'
X r.8.......... x'

xf-\p

rHp.~. x'I"-<P

X

r.a-----t q

p)-1x p)-{r."-. pHq

X

r.a

-+

q

xi-\p rHp."-. q) --{p

qE i(x)
p)-{q

E

i(p) -lx)

qE i(x)
q)-{p

E

i(xHp)

V

~ t with a E
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pE i(x), qE i(y)

(0= 11,1L,1l, I)

pHq E i(xoy)

x II y pHr.:.?, x' II (r»y), y II x r) -{P:§., (r»y) II x',

xlLyP)-{r:c~ x'll(r»y), yllxrHp~ (r»y) II x'

x p."-. q, rE i (y)
x II y pHr."-.
X 1L y

p)-{r.a

-->

q)-l(r»y), yllx r)-{p:§., (r»y)l-<q,
qH(r»y),y llx r)-{p.:.?, (r»y)l-<q

x p."-. x', y r.b

-->

y', a I b=c;t/i

xlly pHr,"" x'lly', x I y p) -{r.~ x'lly'
x p."-. x', y r.b

-->

S, a I b=c;t/i

x II y p)-{r.~ X'I-<S, x I y p)-{r.~ x'I-<S,
y II x r)-{p£, sHx', y I x P7{r.£, s)--lx'
x p."-. q, y r.b -> S, a I b=c;t/i
x II y p)-{r.~
x

p."-.

q) -<s, x I y p)-{r.~

x', all H

x

p."-.

q)-<s

q, ali' H

pE i(x)
pE i(dH(X))

dH(X) p.a_. q
TABLE 8. Structured operational semantIcs.
6.3 ALGEBRA.
We repeat the added signature:
}-1: V X P -; P

left global state pairing

k: P x V -; P

right global state pairing

o:PxP-;P

standard ACPoperator, forD

OH: P -; P

standard ACP encapsulation, for H

ll:PxP-;P

right-merge.

E

{+,., II, 1L, I}
~

A

The following tahle shows axioms for the global state pairing operators. We need these in the
aXlomatisation of parallel composition.
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p H0=0
p H (q -> 0) = pt-{q -> 0
p H (q -> a -> r) = pt-{q -> a -> pt-{r
p H (X + Y) = P H X + p H Y
P H X·y = (p H X)·(p H Y)
0Kp=0

K

(q --+ 0)

p = qt-{p --+ 0

(q --+ a -> r)
(X + Y)
X·y

K

Kp=

K

p = qt-{p -> a --+ rt-{p

K p +YK
(X K p)·(Y K p)

p=X

p

TARLE 9. Global state pairing.
Now we have the ingredients that together allow to axiomatise parallel composition. As parallel
composition is not in general commutative, we need both a left-merge and a right-merge operator.
Recall that we have a paJ1ial, commutative and associative communication function yon A. The axioms
of BPApin plus the axioms in tables 9 and 10 constitute the theory ACPpin. Likewise, BPA tpin plus
axioms in tables 9 and 10 yields ACPI pin. On the basis of these axiomatisations, it is easy to obtain
axiomatisations for theories without communication, PApin and PA I pin.
X II Y = X IL Y + X] Y + X I Y
P -> a I b -> q = p -> y(a,b) -> q

if y(a,b) defined

p->alb->q=p--+0

if y(a,b) not delined

01LX=0
(p -> 0) IL X =

L pHr -> 0
rEi(X)

(p -. a -. q) IL X = (

L (p

-> a -> q)

K

r)·(q H X)

rEi(X)

L (p --+

(p -. a -. q)·X IL Y = (

a --+ q) H r)·(X II Y)

rEi(Y)

(X+Y) ILZ=XILZ+YILZ
X ]0=0
X ] (p --+ 0) =

L rHp -> 0
rE i(X)

X ] (p -> a -> q) = (

L rH

(p -> a -> q)·(X

K

q)

rEi(X)

X ] (p -> a -> q).y = (

L rH

rE i(X)

X ] (Y + Z) = X] Y + X]Z

(p -> a --+ q)·(X II Y)
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01 X-0
X10=0
(p-->0) I X= LPHr-. 0
rE i(X)

x

I (p --> 0) =

L rHp -->

0

rE i(X)

(p --> a --> q) I (r --> b --> s) = p)-<r --> a I b --> q)-<s
(p --> a --> q)·X I (r --> b --> s) = (p)-<r --> a I b --> q)-<s)·(X

k

s)

(p --> a --> q) I (r --> b --> s)·X = (p)-<r --> a I b --> q)-<s)·(q )-j X)
(p --> a --> q)·X I (r --> b --> s)·Y = (p)-<r --> a I b --> q)-<s)·(X II Y)
(X+Y) I Z=XIZ+YIZ
X I (Y+Z)=XIY+XIZ
dH(0)=0
dH(p --> 0) = p --> 0
dH(P --> a --> q) = p --> a --> q

ifa", H

dH(p --> a --> q) = p --> 0

ifaE H

dH(X + Y) = dH(X) + dH(Y)
dH(X,Y) = dH(X)'()H(Y)

TAIlLE 10. Parallel composition and encapsulation.
For the extensions defined in this section, we can obtain results similar to the results in section 5.

7. ABSTRACTION.
In this section we define abstraction and branching bisimulation for process algebra over a set of pins.
7.1 PROCESS GRAPHS.

Suppose we have a special constant 1, and we consider process graphs over AU{1} and V. Again, we
consider process graphs modulo state isomorphism. On an element of this domain of process graphs.

the abstraction operator 11 is simply defined by relabeling all edges with labels from I <;;; A by 'to We put
S

=> t, for nodes s,t of a process graph, if t can be reached from

S by doing a number of 1-steps

(0 or

more). The notion of branching bisimulation is defined as follows:
7.2 DEFINITION. Let g,h E y(Au{'t}, V) be given with I(g) = I(h). A relation R between states ofg and
states of h is called a roofed branching bisil11l1larion if, for all a E Au{'t}:
I.

if P E I(g) and p ~ t in g, where t E 8(g), then there is V E 8(h) with p ~

V

in hand R(t, v);

2. if P E I(g) and p ~ q in g, where q E O(g), then q E O(h) and p ~ q in h;
3.

if P E J(h) and P ~ v in h, where v E 8(h), then there is I E 8(g) with P ~ t in 9 and R(I, V);

4.

if P E J(h) and P ~ q in h, where q E O(h), then q E O(g) and P ~ q in g;
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5. if R(s, I) and

S .....

s' in g, where s'

E

8(g), then either a=~ and R(s' ,I) or there are I', I"

that! => I' ..... I" in hand R(s, I'), R(s',I") or there are I'

E

8(h), q

E

E

8(h) such

O(h) such that I => I' ..... q in hand

R(s, I') and s' is a q-semi-endpoint;
6. if R(s, I) and s ..... q in g, where q

E

O(g), then q

E

O(h) and either a=1: and I is a q-semi-

endpointor there are t', I" E 8(h) such that I => t' ..... I" in hand R(s, I'), I" is a q-semi-endpoint or there
is I' E 8(h) such that I => I' ..... q in hand R(s, I');
7. if R(s, I) and I ..... t' in h, where t'

E

8(h), then either a=1: and R(s,n or there are s', S"

that S => s' ~. s" in 9 and R(s', I), R(s" ,I') or there are s'

E

8(g), q

E

O(g) such that s =>

E

8(g) such

S' .....

q in 9

and R(s', t) and t' is a q-semi-endpoint;

8. if R(s, I) and I ..... q in h, where q
endpointor there are s',

S" E

E

8(g) such that

O(h), then q
S

E

O(g) and either a=1: and s is a q-semi-

=> s' ..... s" in 9 and R(s', I), s" is a q-semi-endpoint or

there is s' E 8(g) such that s => s' ~. q in 9 and R(s', I).
Here, we say that an interior node I is a q-semi-endl'oint (q

E

V) if I => q and I ..... s implies a=1:

and S is a q-(semi-)endpoint.
We say g,h are rooted branching bisimi/ar, 9 '" rb h, if I(g) = I(h) and there is a rooted branching
bisimulation between 9 and h. Rooted branching bisimulation, as defined here, is an equivalence
relation on process graphs. We can divide out this equivalence, and obtain the algebras
y"<Au{~}.V)/"'rb.

We will also lind that rooted branching bisimulation is a congruence for all operators

defined in sections 2 and 6.
7.3 STRUCTURED OPERATIONAL SEMANTICS.

The SOS rules for the abstraction operator are straightforward, and displayed in table 11. On the basis

.

of the previous definition, it is not hard to define rooted branching bisimulation also on transition
systems. We obtain the same equivalence as in 3.3.

x p.~. x', aE J

xp·~. q, aEJ

'q(x) P'...., q

x p.~ x', a<i'J

x p.~ q, a<i'l

~I(X) p.~ ~I(X')

~I(X) p.~ q

rE i(x)
rE i(~I(x))
TARLE II. Structured operational semantics.
7.4 AXIOMATtSATION.

An aximatisation of silent step and abstraction is given in table 12.
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'"CJ(0)=0

'I(P -. 0) = p -. 0
'I(P -> a -> q) = p ->

a-> q

'I(P -> a -> q) = p -> t -> q

if a '" I
if a E I

tl(X + Y) = tl(X) + 'I(Y)
tl(X,Y) = 'I(X)"I(Y)
X,(p -> , - . q) = (X» p) -> q
X,«p -> , -> p)·(Y + Z) + Y) = X,(Y + Z)
TABLE 12, Abstraction and ,-laws,
7,5 FAIR ABSTRACTION,
Table 13 shows a law for removing a t-Ioop, This law corresponds to the law KFAR7 of [BA W90j,
The process on the left-hand side of the equation is shown in fig, 7, We have to give an axiomatisation
of the set of exits of a process (similar to the set of entries in table 6) in order to turn this into an
algebraic law.

«p -> t -> q) + (q ->, -> q) + (q» X))~= (p ->, -> q),X
if P '" q and q is not an exit of X
TABLE 13, Fair abstraction rule, simplest case,

FIGURE 7,

8, EXAMPLES,
In this section, we consider a few simple examples of the use of process algebra over pins, Given a
(finite) data set D, we assllme the set of pins V satisfies D u {,1l (;; V, where ,I '" D, We use ,I as a
default element We abbreviate,l -> a -> ,I by a, for each a

E

A, and we abbreviate ,I -> 0 by 0,

8, I BUFFERS,
We specify a two element buffer in BPA *pin(A, V), An input of dE D is denoted by action r1 (d), an
output of dE D by s2(d), The iteration construct *, binary Kleene star, is defined by the usual equation
(see [BEBP94]):
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X'y = x·(x·y) + y
TABLE 14. Binary Kleene star.

L r1 (d)·(d» (B' • 8))

B=

dED

L d -> ((s2(d)· L r1 (e) -> e) + ( L r1 (e),s2(d)

B' =

dED

eED

->

e)).

_D

A two element buffer over a data set of at most two elements can be specified as a closed term over

ACP* (without feedback); if there are 3 distinct data elements, this is not possible any more. The above
shows that it is possible over BPA 'pin. This shows that general ising to processes over pin structures
adds expressive power.
8.2 ALTERNATING BIT PROTOCOL.
We consider the well-known example of the Altcrnating Bit Protocol. We give the specification using
the iteration operator, taken from [BEBP93]. There, also a verification can be found.
We assume that elements of D are to be transmitted from sender S to receiver R using unreliable
channels K,L. B = {O, 1}. We use the standard communication function given by y(rk(X), Sk(X)) = Ck(X)
(see [BA W90]). The communication links are as shown in fig. 8. We have the following
specifications.

FIGURE 8. ABP.
K= (

L

r2(db)·(j·S3(db) + j·S3(1-))

). 8

dED,bEB

L=

(L r5(b)·(j·S6(b) + j'S6(1-))

). 8

bEB

S = (SO·S1)· Ii
Sb =

L r1 (d)'S2(db) .( ((r6(1-b)+r6(1-))'S2(db) )·.r6(b))

for b = 0,1.

dED

R = (R1·RO)· Ii

Rb

= ( (( L r3(db) + r3(1-)
dED

for b=0,1
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The protocol is now given by ABP = dH(S II K II L II R), with

H = (rk(x), Sk(X) : k E {2,3,S,6}, x E (0 x B) u B u {1-}},
Use of pins now allows to give a direct specification of a part of this system, As an example, we
consider dH2(S II K), with H2 = (r2(x), S2(X) :

X E

0 x B}. We claim this expression satisfies the

following specification, again using data values as pin names:
X = (XO·X1)· ii
Xb =

L r1 (d)'C2(db) ·(i·S3(db) + i·S3(1-))·(d» Vb)

for b = 0,1.

dED

Yb =

L d ~ (( (r6(1-b)H6(1-))·C2(db)·(i·S3(db) + i'S3(1-)) )*.r6(b))

for b = 0,1.

dED

9. SUBALGEBRAS OF REDUCED MODELS.
We consider a specific choice for the pin structure V, and consider some subalgebras. With the
abbreviations introduced in the beginning of section 8 (a for

-J

~a~

-J, and ii for -J

~ 0), we have

embedded the signature of ACP in the signature of ACPpin. However, we get unwanted equation, as
e.g. a·(b II c) = a·ii since pin names do not match. Therefore, we will divide out the equation

-J>-<-J

=

-J.
9.1 STANDARD PROCESS ALGEBRA.

-J with -J>--<-J = -J, and A is a given finite set. Consider the
signature I that has constants {-J ~ a ~ -J : a E A} u {-J ~ 0} and operators {+, " II, IL, I} U {dH : H

Suppose the set of pins V contains

f::;

A}. Now consider the minimal subalgebra of the I-reduct of the initial algebra of ACPpin. We claim

that standard ACP is an axiomatisation of this algebra, again substituting a for

-J ~ 0.

-J

~a ~

-J, and ii for

Thus, ACP is a subalgebra of a reduced model specification (an SRM specification) of

ACPpin. For more information on SRM specifications, we refer to [BAB94].
9.2 ACP WtTH 0.
Now extend the signature I above with the extra constant 0. We claim that the axioms in table 15
constitute an SRM specification for this signature (a,b

E

Au (ii)).

10. CONCLUSIONS.
We generalised process algebra to processes with multiple entries and exits, so-called pins. On the
resulting model of process graphs modulo bisimulation we can define the feedback operator from
flowchart theory, besides all usual operators from process algebra. This gives us more expressive
power in the specification of processes parametrised by data. Moreover, we get the orginal ACP back
as an SRM specification of the general theory. As a side effect, this introduces a new constant 0 into
ACP. As future work, we leave the exact determination of the interaction of all the special constants: 0,
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o(inaction, [BEK84]), nil (CCS termination [MIL89], [ACH92]), E (termination option [VRA91]), 't
(silent step [MIL89]), ~ (divergence [ACH92]), X (chaos [BRHR84]), a (zero process [BAB90]).
X+Y=Y+X
(X + Y) + Z = X + (Y + Z)
X+X=X
(X + Y)·Z = X·Z + Y·Z
(X·Y)·Z= X·(Y·Z)
X+0=X

a+o=a

0·X=0

a·X+o=a·X

X·0=X·o

o·x=o

a I b = y(a, b)

ify(a, b) defined

alb=o

otherwise

XIIY=XIL Y+YILX+X I Y
X IL 0=0
01L X=0
a IL (X + 0) = a·(X + 0)
a·X IL (Y + 0) = a·(X II (Y + 0))
(X + Y) IL Z= XILZ+ YILZ
01X=0
X10=0
a·X I b = (a I b)·X
a I b·X = (a I b)·X
a·X I b·Y = (a I b)·(X II Y)
(X+Y) I Z=XIZ+YIZ
X I (Y+Z)=XIY+XIZ
dH(0) =0
dH(a) = a

ifa!" H

dH(a) = 0

ifaE H

dH(X + Y) = dH(X) + OH(Y)
dH(X,Y) = ()H(X)'()H(Y)
TAIlLE 15. ACP0.
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